Go for the top because all else is a compromise by Gary Bate
Imagine it – you come into this World and at an age when you can understand, you're told why you
came here and why you have a Soul. Now that's what I call an education!
The result? An advanced society with super-conscious youngsters – all filling their bags with
wisdom from engaging in new experiences – one after another...
No addressing of the children as if they're bodies; but encouraging them to see beyond that and
giving them the clear path to greatness. Then they choose how far along the path they want to go.
Like climbing a pyramid – some will get to sit on its apex and others will sun-bathe on a
comfortable step.
There's truth and there's illusion. The more truth you live the less deluded you are and vice versa.
It's really just YOU and your God (Spirit) and your recorder (Soul). The more you own the more
blurred the distinction between you and your god becomes...
The illusion/delusion is the effects of the mental conditioning (mind control) that is deliberately
encouraged here. A good example is the fairly recent manifestation of the woke morons. You know
– those idiots who blurr the gender lines and send trannies into schools to fuck with our children's
brains. God knows we should put them all against a wall.
But alas, it's not too late for you! You can increase your awareness! You can change! You can 'go
back' and collect the pearls of wisdom you missed whilst you were unaware. You can climb the
pyramid and go as high as you want to go...
It's not about other people. It's not about relationships. It's not about family. It's about you and the
source of you – the source of all life.
Eloquent words doesn't make a master. A master might be the street vendor you buy from. Masters
aren't motivated by image. You will never spot one and they can disappear as fast as you can blink.
You are a Galactic Time-traveller stuck in time by virtue of the effects of the mind-control on you.
It starts from the moment you're born into your latest body and it continues when you pop out of
every body and get led into the light. Only you can free yourself from this treadmill.
My writing has been a thankless task, but I'm kind of happy about that because it doesn't feed any
image in me. My audience doesn't even run into thousands. I give to all and a few take. If it wasn't
for the few, would I write? Probably. If I only help one, the 30 years of writing has been worth it...
Very few are on my wavelength. Very few have understood. Very few are solely working upon
themselves. Very few are powerful, sovereign beings, with their arrows pointing to the apex. Very
few 'get it'. The masses follow the masses like the sheep follow sheep.
Love is 'allowing and not interferring'. That's why love frees us. There's good reason to cry for the
masses, but we must respect their free will to live howsoever they want to live.
Individuals wake up one by one and once awake they realise this World is merely the irritation
necessary to help them to shine. Forget 'others'; it's really only about YOU ~ Gary Bate.
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